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RSIPF farewells SIPDP advisors 

The Royal Solomon Islands Police Force (RSIPF) yesterday (12 August 2021) farewelled 
Solomon Islands Police Development Program (SIPDP) Advisors Julie Mitchell and 
Michael Young after serving years with the Program. 

RSIPF Commissioner Mostyn Mangau acknowledged and greatly appreciated the service 
rendered by SIPDP Advisors during their years in Solomon Islands. 

“I wish to acknowledge the contribution that both of you have made to the Executive of 
the RSIPF and the other departments you have been attached to during your time as 
SIPDP advisors,” said Commissioner Mangau. 

He added, “On behalf of all ranks and files of the RSIPF I would like to sincerely thank 
Advisor young and Advisor Mitchell for providing essential support to the specific 
departments they have worked in during their term in the program.” 

Mr Mangau says, “Your contribution to capacity development within the RSIPF during 
your service is highly commended.” 

In their brief farewell remarks, Advisor Mitchell and Advisor Young said, “Thank you 
Commissioner, RSIPF and SIPDP Executive for this wonderful opportunity over the past 
years. Working with the RSIPF has been an extremely rewarding and fulfilling experience. 
They have grown to love Solomon Islands and its people and sincerely hope to return 
one day.” 

Both SIPDP Advisors were presented with a Letter of Appreciation and a RSIPF plaque 
as a token of appreciation from the RSIPF Organization. 

//End// 

 

 

Media inquiries 

 

RSIPF Media Unit:  

24016 or 23800 Ext 239 

 

 

The Royal Solomon Islands Police Force (RSIPF) was established in 

1954.  Its mission is ‘To provide a safe and peaceful Solomon Islands 

by strengthening relationships with the community’.  The RSIPF 

strive to provide efficient and effective policing services for the 

Solomon Islands and expect RSIPF officers to adhere to the RSIPF 

values. 



Email: 

rsipf.media@rsipf.gov.sb 

 

 

For ongoing news and information, please go to www.rsipf.gov.sb 

Follow us on Facebook Page: www.facebook.com/rsipf 
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